This paper gives an attitude controller design for an advanced Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) prototype by using back-stepping control strategy. The advanced AUV design driven by four water pumps has been well presented in previous publications. The nonlinear kinematic and dynamic model has been presented. The dynamic uncertainties from external disturbance and actuator dynamics has been introduced. Since the kinematics and dynamics of attitude problem are in strict feedback form, back-stepping control strategy would be capable of handling this sort of problem. Due to the propulsion method of the vehicle, only two angle channels of attitude are controllable. The self-stability of roll angle channel is ensured by the physical design and validated by the experiment.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing interests of the ocean exploration, the design and control of the autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) have drawn large research attention. A fully autonomous and high performance underwater robotics network for various missions is required [1] . The auto-pilot designs of AUV are desired. This paper is in the program aiming to develop an advanced autonomous underwater network. The program has reached into the attitude control stage. In this paper, the attitude control problem of AUV is in focused. The attitude control is significant for AUV navigation and networks. Following the previous prototype work done in [2] , shown in Figure 1 , a back-stepping attitude controller is presenting here, which achieves the desired attitude control goal in presence of dynamics uncertainties. The attitude problem formulations are in strict feedback form, appropriate for back-stepping control design [3, 4, 5] . Due to design limitation, the stability of uncontrollable channel has been valid by the experiment. Simulation results will be presented in order to study and improve the design. 
where Ω = φ θ ϕ T and w b = wx wy wz T are
Euler angle and body angular velocity state vectors. η b is the overall moment applied on the AUV.
. J is moment of inertia.σ represents the uncertainties coming from the environment and imprecise knowledge of J. Based on the prototype design, the propulsion system could only control two angle channels. The adherent design characters ensure the stability for roll angle, which has been valid by experiment. From eq. (1), consider the following reorganized system formulation for pitch and yaw angle.
Define I1 = 0 1 0 0 0 1 ,
The control objective is to design an attitude controller which let pitch and yaw angle track the desired commands.
BACK-STEPPING ATTITUDE CONTROL-LER DESIGN
Define η = ηy ηz T is the control signal. Using backstepping attitude control strategy, the overall control law is,
and Am2 are diagonal Hurwitz matrices.
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The simulation parameters are closed to the prototype. The allocation matrix is using to transform the control signal generated by the attitude controller to actuators commands. Thus, the desired moments command could be distributed into RMP commands for each pump. For attitude command = 0 0.1 0.2 * 180 o , the response are shown in Figure  2 and Figure 3 , the control signal u ( ηy) and u ( ηz) is shown in Figure 4 . The simulation results has validated the ability of the attitude controller design. From Figure 2 , the pitch angle tracking performance indicate that other adaptive control strategies could been involved and combined together to improve the performance of handling uncertainties.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an attitude controller design for a low cost AUV driven by four water pumps. The dynamic model of this AUV is simplified for the control system design. Based on this, a control strategy is designed for the attitude control by using back-stepping control theory. Simulation validated the performance. From results, future work for attitude control is to introduce advanced adaptive control strategy, combining with the baseline controller in this paper, to improve the adaptation for dynamic uncertainties. 
